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Briefly describe your business. 
 
At Infusionsoft, we're dedicated to a single purpose — helping small businesses 
succeed. We believe in the passion and dreams of entrepreneurs. We believe 
they are job creators, problem solvers, innovators and the backbone of the 
economy.  
 
We are the leading sales and marketing software for small businesses, 

designed to help them get organized, grow sales and save time. Unlike other software providers, 
Infusionsoft is solely focused on small business success and provides one easy-to-use system for sales 
and marketing. We’re a privately held, eight-time Inc. 500/5000 company based in Chandler, Ariz. and 
are funded by Goldman Sachs, Bain Capital Ventures, Mohr Davidow Ventures and Signal Peak Ventures. 
 
When did you create/or become the CEO of the business? How did you get to where you are today? 
 
I became the CEO of Infusionsoft in 2001, when I co-founded the company with my brothers-in-law, 
Scott and Eric Martineau. The first few years were difficult because Infusionsoft struggled to find 
customers. It was tough not only on the business, but my personal life as well. For a while, I had empty 
cupboards, maxed-out credit cards, and a family to take care of. But, I had an undying belief that I was 
going to succeed, along with a laser-focused attitude.  
 
Do you live in the East Valley? What sort of recreational activities do you/family enjoy in the East 
Valley?  
 
Yes I do enjoy living in the East Valley; I currently live in Gilbert. When I am not working, I spend a lot of 
time with my six children. We go to the movies, restaurants, swimming, and more. I’m also an avid 
reader, love to play racquetball and golf and am a big fan of the Phoenix Suns! 
 
Why did you choose to headquarter your business in the East Valley?  
 
We spent a great amount of time looking for the ideal home for Infusionsoft. We ultimately selected 
Chandler’s Price Corridor because it represents a budding center for tech companies and talent. I grew 
up in Arizona and know this is a great place to start and grow a technology company. With the state’s 
incubators, accelerators and co-working spaces, as well as groups like the Arizona Technology Council 
and Arizona Commerce Authority, there’s a lot of great support.  
 
How does your business give back to the community? 
 
The main way Infusionsoft gives back to the community is through our software. Even though 
Infusionsoft is a for-profit business, our purpose is philanthropic. We empower entrepreneurs and help 
small businesses succeed, which has tremendous social and economic impact. Our software helps more 
than 31,000 small business owners and their families around the world find the freedom to create their 
future and pursue their dreams. They’ve helped countless individuals struggling to pay their mortgage 
and keep food on the table reach unimagined levels of success. The ripple effect of our customers’ 
achievements almost always trickles back into the community, too because they are now in a place to 
contribute to their own philanthropic interests in ways they never could have before. 



 
 

The company supports innovative local organizations like the Local First AZ, Startup Grind, AZ 
Technology Council, SEED Spot and Gangplank with sponsorships, mentoring, and free software use, 
while partnering with organizations like Chambers of Commerce to promote and support small business 
events. In addition, Infusionsoft contributes to Arizona charities like Bent but Not Broken, Support My 
Club, and the Veteran Tickets Foundation.  
 
Infusionsoft’s best-known community event is its annual small business conference, ICON. Unlike like 
many companies that hold their conferences in a different city each year, Infusionsoft is committed to 
hosting its conference – the largest event for small business success– in Arizona. In 2015, the ninth year 
of the conference, ICON brought approximately 3,500 small business owners and $5 million in direct 
spend to the Valley. Notably, Infusionsoft worked with local small business vendors wherever possible – 
from working with local small business caterers to contracting with local small business transportation 
companies, Infusionsoft helped support small business in Arizona.   
 
In 2015, Phoenix hosted the Super Bowl. For the first year ever, the Pro Bowl was also hosted in 
Phoenix. Taking advantage of this major opportunity to provide the phoenix community with access to a 
worldwide event, Infusionsoft purchased a large block of tickets for the Pro Bowl. The company gave 
tickets to customers, partners and employees, and most importantly, donated some, too. Infusionsoft 
selected the Phoenix Children’s Hospital as the main recipient of donated tickets. The company held a 
large tailgate party at the headquarter office in the indoor football field and in the parking lot, brought 
in former professional athletes and had the children from PCH enjoy an afternoon of free food and 
entertainment. They, and their families, were then bused to the big game.  

 
How do you balance work and family life? 
 
I make sure I am home by six during the work week so I can spend the evenings having dinner and 
talking with my wife and kids. I leave my phone in the car every day after work -- not on the kitchen 
counter or in the house where it’s easy to grab -- until I put my youngest kids to bed at about 9 p.m. I 
also try to avoid any sort of evening business events, because I find you can make the connections you 
need to make during the day. The evening is family time for me. If I do decide to do work at night, I 
make sure that I set aside time to connect with my loved ones.   
 
In addition, I have an advisor who I meet with for two hours a week. My advisor serves as a mentor and 
helps me work through business and life challenges while helping me become a better version of myself. 
 
Sometimes we devote so many hours to managing our businesses that we don’t take care of our bodies. 
I wake up at 5 a.m. to go to the gym and invite my father along so we both stay active and can spend 
quality time together throughout the week. 
 
Delegate the management of your business to a capable employee or team of employees. Ensure your 
team knows their responsibilities and what you expect of them. If you’ve never taken time away from 
your business start in small steps and let that time grow. Finally, you have to trust the people you hired 
to do their jobs. The most disciplined people I know in business have the ability to say “no,” which frees 
them to balance their priorities more effectively.  
 
 


